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Overview of Remaining Pell Eligibility 
 
The Pell Eligibility Calculation program will provide a report of students who have 
remaining Pell eligibility so that you may provide them with additional funds.  This is 
useful when summer is a trailing session.  
The report provides an option to post a tracking code on the tracking tab to facilitate the 
generation of an offer letter for those who would like to attend Summer using their Pell 
grant dollars still available to them. 
In addition, the report will list students whose awarded total exceeds the scheduled 
maximum to allow you to adjust awards down for those whose exceed their eligibility. 
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Features and Required Table Entries for Pell 
Eligibility Calculation process 

Designate Year for Pell Tables 
The Designate year for Pell Tables entry is generally setup during the Award Year 
Setup process so it should already be present on your SAF/PELL Processing Table.  

Note: The following three Key Values must be entered in the SAF/PELL Processing 
Table for the new year:   

Value  Description 

ACAD-YR22 
 

C121 0721-0721 20210701-20220930 6495  
C121: Start session of the award year 
0721: Edit month and year  (07 = July, 21 = 2021) 
0721: Report month and year  (07 = July, 21 = 2021) 
20210701: Start date of the award year for Pell reporting 
20220930: End date of the award year for Pell reporting 
6495: Maximum Pell amount for current year 
(2021-22 value should be set to 6495) 

AWARD-YR-C121 21-22 

LAST-SES22 C124 or C125  
Enter the last session of the year that you will be disbursing 
Pell.  A session must be entered or disbursements will not get 
reported when you create CRAA22IN request files.  

 

 

 
Exclude Students with Zero prior awards 

The user has the ability to exclude students with zero prior awards (posted to current 
or past sessions) or when ALL Pell awards have an inactive status (status other than 
‘1’ or ‘2’) from the report.  
These may be students that were already determined to be ineligible due to 
unsatisfactory progress, in default, or for other reasons. To set up this value, navigate 
to the following: 
Application Setup  Processing Config  Processing Table 

System: SAF 
Table ID: PELL 
Value: SAF130-NO-ZERO 
Description: Not required.  
Suggested entry is EXCLUDE STUDENTS W/ZERO AWARD 
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Include Students with Award Statues other than 1 or 2 
System: SAF 
Table ID: PELL 
Value: SAF130-INCLUDE 
Description: A maximum of 20, two-character award status codes other than 1 
or 2. Please note that award status codes contain two characters. If there are 
awards codes that have been assigned with one character, leave a space after the 
status. 
 
The example below would include status codes 3,4,5,6 

 
 
Required SAF/PELL Processing Table entries 
 
These entries are required for the process to determine the remaining Pell eligibility. 
 
 
Number of Academic Hours 

System: SAF 
Table ID: PELL 
Value: SAF130-ACAD-HOURS 
Description: xx  
where xx is the standard number of hours in one academic year. 

 

 
 

 
Number of Halftime Hours 

System: SAF 
Table ID: PELL 
Value: SAF130-HALFTIME-HOURS 
Description: xx  
where xx is the minimum number of hours for half time. 
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Running the Pell Eligibility Calculation process 
To run the Pell Eligibility Calculation program, navigate to: Pell/Loan Processing > 
Eligibility Calculation > (specific year, in this example, 2021-21). 
 

 
 

1. Enter the Institution Code or select the Institution Code using the Lookup icon.  
 

2. Enter the Session Start value used on the students’ record on the FA Tab or 
select the Session using the Lookup icon (usually C121).  

 
3. If running in final mode, enter a Tracking Code to be posted to the C121 

Tracking Tab or select the Tracking Code using the Lookup icon.   The Tracking 
Code used must be set up on the SAF_TRACK_CODE Validation Table as a 
valid tracking code. 

 
4. Enter a Minimum Balance Amount. The field default is 0.  You can enter a 

remaining amount of eligibility from 0 to 999. 
 

5. Enter the Number of Sessions in the Academic Year. This will usually be 3, as it 
represents the number of standard Pell sessions in an academic year. Quarter-
based sessions generally have 3 standard Pell award sessions. 

 
6. Choose Preliminary (default) or Final. When run in final mode, the Tracking 

Code entered in the Tracking Code field will be posted to the students with 
remaining Pell eligibility. 

 
7. There are two scheduling options: Get Report and Schedule As Task. We 

strongly suggest you always use the Schedule As Task option if available. 
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Note: Entry of an invalid institution code, session code, or tracking code (if run in Final 
mode) will cause the system to display an error message.  
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Eligibility Calculation Report Output 
Remaining Pell Eligibility Report 
 
The output report is separated into two sections. 
 
 
The first section is titled “Scheduled Awards Exceed Award Total”. Students listed in 
this section have Pell awards listed in award status ‘1’ or ‘2’ (or any statuses defined in 
the SAF130-INCLUDE processing table entry) with remaining Pell eligible dollars (Pell 
awards in other statuses can be optionally included). The report displays how much each 
student has remaining of their scheduled annual award.  It is important to understand 
that the remaining eligibility may exceed the allowable award for a single term.  
When using this report to determine awards for summer, be sure to adjust the award 
based on the Pell schedule and the student’s enrollment level. 
 

 
 
 
The second section of the report is titled “Award Total Exceeds Scheduled Maximum”. 
Students listed on this section of the report have Pell awards in status ‘1’ or ‘2’ (or any 
statuses defined in the SAF130-INCLUDE processing table entry) that exceeds the 
Scheduled Award Amount. In other words, students listed in this section have been over-
awarded. 
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In the above example – 

 
JELLY LOOPER was over awarded Pell for 2021-2022. The scheduled award is 
$6,495.00 (the maximum Pell for 100%), but the awards on the Award Tab added 
up to $9,740.00 (4 quarters of Pell). It turns out this student is allowed 150%  Pell 
(maximum of $9,742.50). Therefore the report shows an over award of Pell by 
$3,245.00 but in reality it’s okay. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
It is recommended that any error condition be anaylyzed and addressed before the next 
disbursement cycle since it is easier to adjust awards before the end of the fiscal year. 
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Pell Eligibility Track Code 

 
A track code is added to the student’s track screen when run in Final mode and shows the 
amount of scheduled remaining eligible Pell in the Comment field.  This may well exceed 
the allowable amount to be disbursed per term.  The track code is posted when run in 
final mode, regardless of the student’s status indicated under the “Post” column of the 
report and whether or not the Post Awards to Student’s Record value (SAF130-ssss, see 
page 13) is enabled on the SAF/PELL Processing Table.  
 

 
 
The track code value in the comment field is updated when subsequent runs of this 
process are scheduled in final mode. For example, the RE Track Code for this example 
was created int h 
 

 
 

 
 
 
This is the Track entry created for Kandy Saucer who was under awarded Pell by $15.00 
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This is the Track entry created for Jelly Looper who was “over awarded” Pell, therefore 
has no Pell Remaining. 
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Appendix A: Error Messages 
You will encounter the following error message during the Pell Eligibility Calculation 
process if you do not have the following SAF/PELL Processing Table Values set up. 
Refer to page 4, Required SAF/PELL Processing Table entries.  
 

SAF130-ACAD-HOURS   36  
SAF130-HALFTIME-HOURS  06 
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Appendix B: Post Award To Student’s Records 
Option 

Post Awards to Student’s Record 
This optional entry will automatically post any and ALL remaining Pell award 
amount to the student’s record. This eliminates the need to enter the award on the 
screen manually. If this entry has not been established for the year, only the tracking 
code will be posted.   

  
1.  Enter the following on the SAF/PELL Processing Table. 

System: SAF 
Table ID: PELL 
Value: SAF130-ssss 
where ssss is the session start from the Fin Aid Tab (for 2021-22, this is C121) 
Description: ssss-c 
 
where ssss is the session in which the award is to be posted and c is the award 
status code to be assigned to the Pell award. When this option is established, the 
awards will be posted when this process is run in Final mode. Therefore, it may 
be wise to set the option after actually running the report in preliminary mode 
and reviewing the students and amounts.  
 
Example of the SAF/PELL Processing Table entry 
 

 
 

 
2.  Run the Pell Eligibility report in Final mode.  The tracking code entered in the 

Tracking Code field will be posted to the Tracking Tab for the selected students 
and a Pell award will be created if a Pell award doesn’t already exist in the 
sessions for the selected students. 
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  An example of an award posted when the SAF130-C121 entry was activated. 

 
 
 
3.  The Pell Eligibility Calculation 2021-22 report displays the students with 

remaining Pell Eligibility along with the Pell award posting status. 
 

  
 
The Post column on the far right side of the report lists the posting status.  

Blank posting status means the award has been posted.  
Posting status ‘D’ means there is already an award on file for the session and the 
entry is not posted and the existing award is not updated.  
Posting status ‘X’ means that the session for posting the award falls outside of 
the student’s FAFSA session range on the Financial Aid Tab screen and the 
award will not be posted.  
Posting status ‘N’ means the award was not posted and is generally used to 
indicate that those students award exceeds their scheduled award. 
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